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There are spoilers below so if you don't want to know please stop reading now.I was first introduced

to the Walking Dead by the TV show and fell in love with it immediately. It was well after I'd gotten

pretty far in to the show I learned it was based off comic books. After seeking out the comics and

starting to read them I discovered they are similar but yet very different from the TV show. In this 3rd

book our group of survivors are safe and snug in the prison. But then on a routine zombie clean up

they see a helicopter and see it crash. So they go after it. Now Woodbury is discovered and

Michonne, Glenn and Rick are taken captive. Rick's had gets cut off, this was a real shock to me, in

the TV show it was Darrel's brother who loses his hand. Also the Governor does horrible things to

Michonne. Rape and torture are his main goals. In the TV show it was Maggie who was almost

raped by him and Glenn who broke down in front of them. I also notice that the time is flying by in

the books but it doesn't seem like it should. I'm just missing where each comic stops and then the

next starts. I did enjoy Michonne's payback to the Governor and the things she did to him. When

she pulled his nails off I flinched. The thought of that just turns my stomach. And how he loses his

eye is very different from the TV show. Still there is no Darrel in the comics and I do miss him. He is



my favorite survivor. Also Michonne is different from the TV show. The comic version she talks to

herself, like she has split personality and she just seems very off. The TV version of her was much

more together, she didn't strike me as being crazy. I still don't like Lori, which hasn't changed from

the TV show. Her constant being ticked off because Rick is being leader and leaving is driving me

crazy. I'm wondering if she's going to die in the comic like she did in the TV show. Also Carl is much

younger in the comic. He doesn't behave grown up and responsible like he does on TV.As I've said

in my reviews of the other books, if you are a Walking Dead fan, than you need to read these. At the

end of this comic I'm leaning towards liking the TV show better. But the comic was excellent and I

look forward to the next one in the series.

Great quality, happy I purchased these.I started reading the Walking Dead very late. I had watched

a few seasons of the show on AMC and decided to pick the books up. These are great 12 book

compendiums. I pulled through each book quickly to catch up on the series and have now moved to

reading these on my iPad when each issue is released.The stories are quite well written and the art

is fantastic.Don't expect the same story line of the show and be willing to put aside reality a bit more

as well.
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As a fan of The Walking Dead, I actually discovered the series, like many others, through the TV

show. At first I didn't want to spoil the show for myself by reading ahead in the comics, and I still

basically am trying to uphold that idea. However, I did decide to read the comics at least up to

where the show is currently at.I saw the numerous ways to purchase the comics, either in big books,

individual issues, digitally (yuck) or in book form. The reason the book form grabbed my attention

was for two reasons. I really enjoy the hardcover aspect of the books, and more importantly, the

book contain full size, color covers for each of the issues contained in the book. Rather than

collection issue by issue, I felt this was the more economical and easiest way to not only get all the

issues, but also the big draw of individual comics...the cover.That being said, the comic will draw

you in, just as the TV show does, and I will say there are plenty of reasons to read the comic, even if

you're caught up with the show. There are many moments that differ between the two mediums,

many of which will shock you when you first read them in the comic.If you are a fan of the Walking

Dead, comic books, zombies, or the horror genre, I highly recommended checking out Book Three,

much like all the other books in the series!

For anyone not wanting possible spoilers for the TV series, this won't have them if you've already

seen Season 3. HOWEVER, take a note at the title of this review. It only roughly corresponds with

Season Three of the TV series.There are certainly plenty of spoilers to those that have transitioned

from the TV series to this amazing series of hardcover collections. Certain scenes in this collection

are actually more intense than their television counterparts. That intensity alone makes this volume

a must-read, but at the cost of likely needing the previous two volumes for the character

development.

Huge Walking Dead fanThe whole family has enjoyed reading these comics. I recommend you do

not let anyone under 16 read them.
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